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Abstract
The concept of a Variable Structure System  VSS  in which the struc
ture is determined by the dynamical response  is described and meas
urements and simulations on VSSs comprising electronic systems which
display bursty chaotic or intermittent behaviour  and also on a network
trac transfer protocol  which is demonstrated to be a VSS in the same
sense  are used to support the thesis that such bursty behaviour is com
mon in such systems An example of trapping in a twocentre system is
given to show that the ideas can be extended to continuousvariable dy
namical systems having piecewiselinear properties The studies of these
simple electronic systems provide insight for cases where similar behaviour
of a time series is observed in other complex systems some other VSSs
are listed and their properties are considered
  Introduction
   Background
This paper extends some previous work reported   at COMPLEX and de
veloped   at the Circuits Conference ECCTD in Budapest on simple elec
tronic iterating circuits containing traps and snags	 The present paper also
relates that work to the behaviour of arti
cial network trac models reported
  at COMPLEX and in a paper   in the International Journal of Electron
ics where the mathematics is presented in full	 These systems together with a
piecewiselinear dynamical system comprising a twocentre harmonic oscillator

are interpreted as examples of a Variable Structure System  VSS	 New obser
vations are reported of VSSinduced blocking behaviour on networks and of the
Crisisinduced intermittency which has been observed by direct experiment in
the electronic circuits described   at COMPLEX and is presented here in
detail for the 
rst time	
  Purpose of the paper
We study systems in which the structure of the circuit or system depends on
the dynamical response	 In the present paper observations of behaviours in
complex systems where abrupt changes in the character of the motion or of the
time series are observed are presented	 The possibility of sudden changes of
behaviour is probably universal in VSSs and we examine various other systems
each of which which may be classi
ed as a VSS	
Sudden changes are sometimes termed intermittencies and there is a classic
report of a type of intermittency resulting in the interleaving of laminar ow
with bursts of chaos in the papers of Pomeau and Manneville   	 Here
we have borrowed the term intermittency to describe other kinds of sudden
change in the time series in the case of the electronic example there are bursts
of extended chaos interspersed with periods of less extended chaos and in the
trac simulations there are sudden changes in the mean lifetime of packets on
the net	
The bursty trapping is interpreted as evolution in the system dynamics in
the sense that as time progresses the dynamics change discontinuously	 Since
in a VSS the system dynamics control the structure of the system it follows
that in a system which traps the system can be engineered to evolve	 This paper
makes the suggestion that arti
cially contrived VSSs may be used as testbeds
for studies of the timedevelopment of complex systems	
A common reaction on being presented with an abrupt change of behaviour
is to seek out the immediate cause	 Often this is done with a view to removing
the immediate cause and thus to smooth out the behaviour or to control the
chaos in order to make it more predictable and tractable	 In many cases
control of irregular behaviour is not possible the attempts to control the chaos
by contingent changes in parameters merely serve to turn the system into a VSS
which can then display even more irregular behaviour	
The experiments we have made on the disparate systems electronic exper
iments and network simulations and the impacting oscillator study all give a
view of such behaviour that the irregularities grow naturally out of the dynam
ics which can occur in a closed autonomous system and not be consequences of
externally timevarying parameters	
  Denitions
For the systems considered in this paper we introduce the concept of a controlled
switch	 In its simplest form this can be a gate or CMOS switch fed by the output
of a simple analogue operational ampli
er working as a comparator which senses
the size of a voltage or current or other measurable quantity from a transducer	

The actual circuits we had constructed to display intermittent behaviour contain
no controlled switches explicitly embedded in their implementation but we show
that they behave isomorphically with systems which do contain such switches	
That is with some increase in complexity they could be replaced by circuits
containing only ideal ampli
ers and controlled switches	 We emphasise that
the controlled switches are introduced in addition to the other linear electronic
components these systems are therefore not analogous to a network consisting
solely of Boolean gates or elements	 The controlled switches introduce piecewise
linear nonlinear properties to the system	
The piecewiselinear transfer function system simulated previously   was
implemented experimentally using the natural saturation properties of an oper
ational ampli
er such that when the output reaches  volts it saturates and a
further increase in input results in no further increase in output	 In other words
the dierential gain has fallen to zero	 Such an ampli
er may be replaced by
an ideal ampli
er with unrestricted input and output ranges which is discon
nected from the output line when the input reaches the appropriate threshold	
The output line is instead connected via another controlled switch to a constant
 volt source	
Alternatively the various linear sections of the piecewise linear transfer func
tion may be produced by ampli
ers having gains A  A  A appropriate to the
slopes under consideration switched in and out of circuit with appropriate o
sets O  O by controlled switches driven from the input	 To demonstrate
the equivalence of the saturating ampli
er transfer function Figure  circuit to
the VSS explicitly Figure  shows a controlled switch version of the circuit
this version has not been implemented as it is an unnecessary complication from
a constructional point of view	
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Figure  The transfer function circuit drawn explicitly as a VSS
A controlled switch may be used either to alter the system state space tra
jectory in a discontinuous manner for example by adding an oset to the
output or alternatively to alter the con
guration or structure of the system	

If controlled switches are used to alter the circuit con
guration or structure
we arrive at the idea of a variable structure system   or VSS	 In a VSS the
structure of the circuit or system is not timeinvariant but uctuates according
to the instantaneous values of the state vector	 Since the state vector in turn
varies according to the structure of the dynamical system a loop is established in
which the chaos can develop unpredictably an example is given below showing
trapping in which the chaos stops altogether and in the network trac example
the global behaviour of the state vector over a complex system consisting of
many interlinked simple VSSs is shown to evolve with time	
In digital electronics a device much used to recon
gure a system of gates
is the FPGA or Field Programmable Gate Array	 However we are not con
cerned only with restructuring the topology of deterministic digital logic but
also with altering the structure of continuous analogue systems which may con
tain noise which can push the signal which controls the switch across an ana
logue threshold	 Thus there is the possibility of stochastic development as well
as deterministic chaos in some of these VSSs	
In the circuits and systems described here feedback is applied around a
structure containing embedded controlled switches or their equivalents as well
as containing other logic or circuit components	 These equivalents are shown
explicitly by means of circuit block diagrams	 For the simple electronic example
the feedback takes the form of a twostage sampleandhold analogue shift re
gister which transfers the output value to the input on a clock pulse and then
acquires the resulting new output value for transfer on the next clock pulse	 This
is an iteration circuit	 Such a system is a combination of the discrete and the
continuous	 Iterations are discrete but the variable being iterated is continuous
with its intrinsic noise	
Thus adaptive behaviour may be engineered in systems containing controlled
switches and in variable structure systems generally	 Such behaviour need not
be cyclic repeating exactly but can be emergent and result in progressive modi

cations to the system	 For those people happier with biological terminology we
have the potential to apply selection to a uctuating system resulting in evol
ution	 Here our use of the term evolution implies no special adaptation to

tness for purpose or other measure of utility but merely to the fact that the
dynamics change as time progresses and such changes can sometimes happen
nonreversibly	
 VSS examples    Electronic iterating cir
cuits used to demonstrate crisisinduced in
termittency
A previous paper   introduced the behaviour of simple lowdimensional non
linear mappings under iteration	 The mappings are designed to contain small
Features which we called traps   or snags  	 The trapping behaviour was dis
cussed and reported   theoretically and by simulation in our paper at COM
PLEX	 Here we present the supporting experiments	

The Features give rise to the following behaviours If the state variable enters
a trap the chaotic time series ceases and the system remains at a 
xed point	
Thus a trap is an attracting 
xed point of the system which is the end point of a
chaotic transient this can in principle last an arbitrarily long time	 Normally
one expects some kind of progressive approach to a 
xed point	 In our systems
on the other hand trapping is sudden and happens without warning	
A snag consists of a chaotic attractor embedded in the larger chaotic envir
onment	 In the onedimensional case considered in the earlier paper    there
is a small probability of entering or leaving the snag from the larger domain	
Thus the motion appears always chaotic but bursty with clearly visible Fig
ure  dierences between the bounds of the two competing attractors	 Again
the transitions are sudden and happen without warning	 In that paper we
attributed the bursty behaviour to the interaction of the added noise in the
simulation with the features	 Below we show clear experimental evidence of
true intermittency brought about by the overlap of the chaotic attractors	 In
the twodimesional experiments presented here for the 
rst time it is not so
easy to picture the structure of the d features and so the experiments provide
a valuable insight into the dynamical possibilities	
The term crisis refers to a point in the gradual change of a parameter which
causes the snag to grow or move until its structure extends beyond the feature
and ejection Figure  into the wider chaotic attractor becomes possible	
  The iteration system
To recap the basic onedimensional building block for the twodimensional sys
tem we have devised consists of a two stage analogue shift register providing
feedback around a transfer function circuit which generates the mapping for the
iteration	 The transfer function circuit consists of an ampli
er having dierent
gains for dierent ranges of the input voltage	 It is a piecewiselinear mapping
of the input voltage on to the output voltage	 The possible values of input
and output voltage occupy the same overall span	 Thus when the output is
transferred to the input by the shift register repeated transfers do not result
in the voltages going out of the overall span	 This is a classic chaotic system
displaying stretching gain size greater than unity and folding multiple values
of input for each output	 In the implementations we have made the maximum
gain has size about 	
The mapping lies in the interval       with four straight line sections	
It is sketched in Figure 	 The most important point to note is that we have
placed a central square box such that the iteration line of unit slope passes
through diagonally opposite corners	 Thus the wider square and the small square
box may both be considered to be individual autonomous onedimensional it
erating mappings	 If the motion passes from the large box to the small box it
will stay within the small box unless there is a method of ejecting it	 This can
be either by the addition of noise or by extending the embedded Feature inside
the small box so that it has sections which lie outside the small box boundary	
As the Feature is enlarged a crisis point occurs when the size is just sucient
that the mapping within the box touches the side	 Inside the centrally placed

square box of side  which we term The region of the Feature is placed the
Feature which can be either a trap 
xed point or limit cycle or a snag chaotic
attractor	 The snag can be a chaotic trap	 The size of the Feature and its re
gion can be made arbitrarily small	 The mapping is described mathematically
by the following set of equations
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Here F x is the mapping of the Feature	
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Figure  The mapping containing the Feature	
 Features
A trap and a snag are shown in Figure 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Figure  A trap and a snag	
If the discontinuities turning points in the snag overlap the boundaries of
the square box as in Figure  then the chaotic motion within the snag will
occasionally escape into the larger region where it will stay until recapture	

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Figure  The mapping leading to crisisinduced intermittency	
 Crisisinduced intermittency
In the case referred to in the last section where the points of the snag just touch
the sides de
ning the region of the Feature a crisis occurs and arbitrarily small
amounts of noise can eject the system from the Feature	 If the points extend
beyond the Feature there will be a probability of escape even though there is no
added noise	 The motion will then consist of periods of chaos within the Feature
interspersed with intermittently occurring periods of motion outside the Feature	
This behaviour we call crisisinduced intermittency	 The intermittency sets in
suddenly at the crisis point in the case of a hypothetical system with no added
noise	 However in a real system with Gaussianly distributed added noise the
crisis point is less well de
ned as the snag size is increased	 Other forms of snag
are possible here we have restricted ourselves to an easily implemented version	
The division of the mapping into the Feature region and the wider attractor
allows design of various kinds of snag which when they extend beyond the
Feature allow for adjustable probability of escape	
 Simulation
Simulations of the trapping process were given in the COMPLEX paper  	
To follow the evolution of the dimensional system dynamics in the presence
of added noise computer simulations of the iterating system were made with
arti
cal additional Gaussian noise g
n
 having zero average and standard devi
ation  The mathematics of the statistics of times between capture and release
events have been reported  	
 Circuits
It was thought that a twodimensional version of the simple iterating circuit
should be investigated	 Simulations are a little more dicult to think about so it
was decided to conduct experiments	 The circuits were designed and constructed
from operational ampli
ers having diering adjustable gains and with diering
output ranges before saturation	 In each of the two channels one for each

dimension there were three saturating operational amplifers whose outputs were
combined in a summing ampli
er	 Control of the gains and the sizes of the
Features was by tenturn accurate potentiometers with precision dials to allow
parameters to be recorded and reset	 It was arranged to have oset controls in
each channel for the position of the Features	
Two twostage sampleandhold circuits were used to transfer the outputs
of the transfer function generator back to the input on clock pulses provided
by an external generator	 A sum and dierence rotation matrix circuit was
used to mix the two channels thus generated for the dimensional experiments
reported below	 In order to keep the range of the input voltage and the range of
the output voltage commensurate the matrix circuits add and subtract 	 of
the ouputs of the individual channels	 For a true area preserving matrix we
would require a rotation such that 	 of the outputs were taken to add and
subtract	 Our matrix therefore rotates and contracts by an area amount of a
factor 	 However since the individual gains of the transfer function circuits are
close to magnitude  a small area expands by a factor   in x times  in y on
passing through the transfer function part of the system so the loop area gain is
	 Thus we can use this method to construct a chaotic system of arbitrarily
large dimension	 This is best implemented by using the transfer function circuit
sequentially	 In a dimensional system one would store a vector at input and
output in individual wide transfer and hold circuits	
 Experiments
Five oscilloscope photographs of experiments which extend the dimensional
simulations reported    previously are presented below	 It is important to
con
rm the results of chaotic simulations by real experiment as it is not always
clear what the eects of noise and imprecisions in the real electronic imple
mentations will be	 Therefore we have gone to some trouble to produce this
experimental evidence to support our previous thought experiments and sim
ulations on this system	
First Figure  shows an experimental onedimensional time series of crisis
induced intermittency from a snag that just extends beyond the region of the
feature	 This is a quite distinct phenomenon from the noisy trapping sim
ulation presented   earlier but nevertheless looks very similar	 The release
from the chaotic trap does not require added noise in this case	 Since a single
transfer function generator and shift register is used it is noticeable that the
snag recaptures the motion very quickly after its escape	 This happens because
the proportion of system space occupied by the snag is not particularly small	
Second Figure  shows the time series for the dimensional system con
sisting of the two shift registers the two transfer function generators and the
rotation matrix circuit	 Here we observe that it takes signi
cantly longer for
the snag to recapture the motion	 This is because the snag of size  has area


which is of second order of smallness in the d system	 We also notice a
phenomenon of incomplete escape from the snag which happens from time to
time	 Here experimentalists license has been used to adjust the overlap of
the snag with the region of the feature in order to capture a telling picture	 Size

Figure  Time series of d crisisinduced intermittency
and oset controls have both been used	 It is in this kind of example that the
superiority of direct experiment over simulation is demonstrated	
Figure  Time series of one channel of a d crisisinduced intermittency
Next we show a photo of the average position in the  dimensions Figure 
for the case of system motion wholly contained within a dimensional snag	
Here the snag has no part which extends beyond the region of the feature	
Figure  Motion inside a d snag
Next a photo of the escape Figure  from the dimensional snag whose
size and oset have been both adjusted to provoke a crisis	 Incomplete escape
can be seen as can the nearby motion on part of the wider attractor	
Fifth and last a photo Figure  showing the timeaverage position of the
dimensional motion encompassing the entire space which contains both the
intermittent snag and the wider attractor	 If one can imagine the dynamics

Figure  leakage from a snag in crisis
behind this picture one gets a good idea of what a crisisinduced intermittency
looks like in more than one dimension	
Figure  A d snag and the wider attractor intermittent behaviour
 VSS examples   Twocentre and impacting
systems
Experiments have been made on an electronic implementation of a twocentre
harmonic oscillator	 This oscillator implementation is shown in Figure  and
consists of a simple twointegrator loop with damping which models a simple
damped linear second order system	 There is a re
nement in that the oset of
the centre of the system is switched from X to  X when the displacement
variable x passes downwards through zero	 The opposite happens when the
displacement returns and passes upwards through zero	
This twocentre system is very similar to a damped impact oscillator where
the velocity changes discontinuously when the displacement reaches the wall
position X 	 The impacting system models a massspringdamping system where
the mass bounces elastically on a rigid wall	 There is a complete isomorphism
between the impacting system and an adaptation of the twocentre system
in which the driving function is inverted every time the displacement passes
through zero	 Thus we have two more VSS circuits to consider intermittency
has been observed in computer simulations and theoretical studies of the impact
oscillator  	

When in the impacting system the velocity discontinuously reverses the
time development of the linear part of the motion may be regarded as being sud
denly advanced	 This is not an exact modelling but it explains the observation
that when the drive frequency is adjusted to lie a little below the nonimpacting
resonant frequency of the system the impacts can keep the motion more in
phase with the drive and the phase plane portraits are on average larger than
they would be if the wall were moved away to larger X	 Thus the impacts are
sustained until happenchance the chaotic uctuations lead to an impact or im
pacts being missed and the motion collapses onto the limit cycle of the linear
system	
Since the twocentre system only diers from the impacting system by lacking
an inversion of the drive the phase relationship in the case of the twocentre
system is reversed and the orbits are on average larger for the drive frequency
a little above resonance	
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Figure  A twocentre VSS equivalent circuit diagram
Thus we see in Figure  a time series development in which the chaotic
uctuations of the twocentre system eventually result in the subsequent zero
transitions not occuring and the system then falls onto a limit cycle see the
phase plane portrait for this system in Figure  on one side of the displacement
origin at x  	 In the analogous case of the impact oscillator this is seen when
the orbits no longer cross the wall position and impacts then cease	
This behaviour is a classic case of trapping in a VSS	 By adjusting the
amplitude of the nonimpacting limit cycle it can be arranged for the average
time to trap to become very large	 The experimental photo shown in Figure 
was the tenth exposure in a continuous sequence during which the system did
not trap	 The time span across the photo is  seconds in this case the system
took about  minutes to trap at an angular drive frequency of  radians per
second	 The size of the limit cycle is about  of the amplitude at which
switching occurs	 Thus we see that trapping can be arranged to be improbable
what is certain however is that for these conditions this system will always trap
if one waits long enough	

Figure  Trapping in the system of 
gure  time series	 The axes are time
horizontal displacement vertical	
Figure  The phase plane portrait of trapping in the twocentre system	 The
axes are displacement horizontal velocity vertical	
 VSS examples   Network dynamics  com
puter simulations
Here we present an example of bursty statistics from a dierent class of VSS in
the area of irregular trac ows on regular networks	 First we briey recap the
system   	 A square grid of N by N cells is scanned from the NW corner
to the SE corner in a raster or other sequence by a token which alights on
each cell in turn and enables development to occur	 The grid is populated by
packets numbering a fraction f of the N

cells the packets have set out from
transmitters on the W and S boundaries to make their way to receivers at the E
and N boundaries respectively	 The fraction f may be set by the program	 When
a receiver collects a packet it immediately returns it towards the transmitter
whence it came without removing it from the grid	 Thus f is a true constant
of the motion and does not change	 Packets contain a record of their intended
destination	 There can be only a single packet in a cell thus a packet cannot
move into an occupied cell	
If the token alights on a cell containing a packet the packet attempts to
move in the direction of the receiver or as close to that as possible according
to a simple protocol see Figure 	 If it cannot move in any direction it stays
put	 The token then passes to the next square	 This is the only contingent
protocol in the system in the sense that what happens next is dependent on
the arrangement of packets in the neighbourhood of the token cell and also on

the direction to the intended receiver	 The protocol may easily be implemen
ted in hardware by a VSS as can be seen in the 
gure Figure 	 Here the
individual cell sites contain the hardware switches as shown and provide the
protocol for onward routing of the itinerant packets	 It would also be possible
at some increase in complexity to regard the itinerant packets as having hard
ware attached which determines their onward paths	 The concepts developed
schematically in the 
gure provide in our opinion a 
rm demonstration that
our data network is a true variable structure system in exactly the same sense
as in the other examples	
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Figure  The local VSS for the network protocol
Here the controlled switch selects each of the neighbouring cells in turn in
the order selected by the global variable which has been set by the programmer	
On 
nding the 
rst empty cell the switch moves the packet into the empty
cell leaving the source cell vacant	 We have not gone into the precise details
of the electronics needed to do this nevertheless it is a true variable structure
hardware arrangement	
So the network study is a simulation of another kind of variable structure
system	 The state vector of dimension fN

 consists of the positions and attrib
utes of the pattern of populated squares on the grid	 It evolves with time and
a single measure of the time development is taken to be the average lifetime of
all the packets on the net since the last time they were reected from a receiver	
It is this variable which is plotted on the vertical axes in Figure  Figure 
and Figure 	 The packets have to move in one of the directions set by the
protocol which is perfectly deterministic	 However the system is suciently
large   that individual global as opposed to local patterns in the region of

the token patterns will most probably never reappear in reasonable amounts
of runtime	 Thus the pattern and attributes of the occupied cells governing the
development of the state vector between token passes almost certainly never
repeats	 It is truly variable and chaotic and is a direct consequence of the large
number of possible values of the state vector	 The variable structure is also rep
resented by the global patterns of packets on the net aecting the development
directly	 The global development is the aggregate of N

decisions set by the
individual VSS as described above	
Earlier papers    have investigated simple models of the network dy
namics	 Preliminary investigation of the phenomena reported there shows that
trac ows on the model network whose structure is static and which supports
constant trac demand displays bursty and intermittent behaviour for certain
values of f a further example of the statistically selfsimilar time series produced
is shown in Figure 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Figure  Intermittent trac blocking due to network dynamics
Another type of behaviour in this system is approximately periodic showing
cyclic oscillations between free ow and blocking behaviours	 An example of the
time series is shown below Figure 	
Clusters of packets form and dissolve with time resulting in a global variable
structure of clustered packets which impedes the trac ow	 This is a kind
of collective variable structure which has arisen out of the aggregate of the
behaviour of all the individual controlled switch decisions described above for
the individual token cells	
This is illustrated in Figure  and in Figure  which show respectively
clustering in a region of impeded ow and lessimpeded ow with the points
on the time series diagram in Figure  labelled with arrows	
An even more striking example of clumping and free ow is provided in the
time series Figure  together with the blocked packet distribution Figure 

Figure  Cyclic trac blocking on the network at a dierent load factor to
that in 
gure 
Figure  Packet bunching impeding the trac ow at a peak in 
gure 
Figure  Less packet bunching at a point of easy data ow at a minimum in

gure 

and the subsequent unblocked packet distribution Figure  for a  by 
grid with  percent of the sites occupied by packets	 The qualitative behaviour
seen here is universal and does not depend on details of the size of the grid or
the position of the receive and transmit sites	 We always see critical levels of
loading at which bursty behaviour or periodic behaviour sets in	
Figure  Packet blocking statistics detail on a  by  grid with  percent
loading
Figure  Packet bunching at a maximum latency packet blocking in 
gure
	
It is interesting in this example that local VSS behaviour has resulted in a
kind of stochastic variable structure across the network	 We are observing col
lective behaviour of the dynamics resulting in global variable structure that we
did not set out with the intention of engineering when we wrote the protocol	
Of course there are many conditions for which the intermittent behaviour is
not observed and the global VSS does not emerge nevertheless the local imple
mentation of the VSS always pertains	

Figure  The normal packet distribution for unblocked ow in 
gure 	
 Discussion
The variable structure scenario is of wide applicability	 One might argue that
many nonlinear chaotic dynamical systems could be cast in the form of a VSS	
While it is possible to construct a regularly behaved VSS this VSS scenario does
give us a way of approaching the engineering and construction of arrangements
for producing irregular and bursty behaviour	 An important and increasingly
studied VSS is the Cellular Neural Network   described by Chua and Yang in
	 This has important applications to signal processing and arti
cial vision
among others	 Chua has suggested that CNNs are a test bench for the evolution
of complexity which he suggests emerges on the edge of chaos when the CNN
is set up correctly	 The nonlinear elements are linked together by coupling
and switching elements under software control	 Various training algorithms are
suggested for particular tasks	 VLSI CNN chips are available and would be
good candidates for studying the evolutionary behaviour of VSSs	
As we have seen iterating electronic circuits nonlinear dynamical systems
and recursive network algorithms provide three dierent kinds of implement
ation of a VSS	 In the case of the twocentre system with its integrators the
delay and memory through the integrator circuits provides the equivalent of the
data propagation through the sampleandhold circuits of the iteration system	
In the case of the network example the previous structure of the cells is stored
in computer memory and dictates what happens on the subsequent token pass	
Thus to these authors at least all these examples are transparently equivalent	
There is a good discussion of the stability of chaotic processes and of the
behaviour due to interior crises of the attractor in dynamical systems in a
paper by Kautz  	 He says when the unstable periodic orbit de
nes an
interior basin increasing  beyond 
c
simply allows the attractor to expand into
other parts of the basin of attraction	 At a critical value 
c
of the bifurcation
parameter  the chaotic attractor collides with an unstable periodic orbit	 Now
it is a simple matter to arrange electronically for the parameter  to depend
on a measure of the average size of the chaotic trajectory which is visiting a
part of the attractor and thus to engineer evolution	
There is also a sense in which simple electronic circuits and their simulations
which rely on perfect diodes for their nonlinear properties may be modelled by
VSS	 A good example may be found in the two coupled nonlinear LC circuits of

Wada   et al in which they observe what they term blowout bifurcation and
bursty behaviour similar to our observations in their Figure 	
Other examples may come to mind	 For example it is possible that the un
predictable and irregular behaviour of certain classes of computer software may
be interpreted as being due to the variable structure in the processes running on
deterministic hardware such processes may interact and retain memory of their
most recent invocation in a complex and unpredictable way and be modellable
in terms of a VSS in the software domain	 The structure of the software the
bitimage in machine memory at startup depends on the dynamical history
such that even if the user tries to run the software on two successive occasions
in exactly the same way the bit image has changed and on subsequent runs the
behaviour is dierent	
	 Conclusions
Three dierent electronic systems have been studied either in simulation or
experimentally or both	 They all may be made to display sudden changes
of the chaotic motion which we have interpreted in the light of the Variable
Structure model	 It is just possible that by 
nding universal properties such as
this in disparate but structurally similar systems ideas for the engineering of
complex systems to either display or avoid such behaviour may emerge	 It may
even be possible to engineer such systems to display emergent or evolutionary
properties	
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